
Science Diplomacy is “a series of practices at the intersection of science, technology 
and foreign policy…where a greater scientific voice could add value to bi- and 
multilateral discussions and decisions about our shared global concerns. [It] goes 
beyond international science collaboration, as it tackles interests that go beyond the 
scientific ones and may directly or indirectly serve to advance diplomatic goals.” 
  
How do your science and your practice fit into this framing? What are your ambitions and your 
possibilities? How can you join and expand a Science Diplomacy community?

After a short introduction to Science Diplomacy, panellists will share their experiences as 
boundary-spanning science professionals to trigger reflection among participants, who will deepen 
the conversation in small groups.

    • Understanding the multi-faceted phenomenon of Science Diplomacy
    • Reframing certain science activities as Science Diplomacy
    • Reflecting on how your science can contribute to addressing global challenges
    • Clarifying career paths and seizing your potential as a Science Diplomat

Science Diplomacy: A New Way to Think About 
Your Role in a Community of Research
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https://www.s4d4c.eu/s4d4c-1st-global-meeting/the-madrid-declaration-on-science-diplomacy/

15h to 17h 
CET

    • What is Science Diplomacy for Addressing Global Challenges? S4D4C video

    • Invitation to enrol in the free S4D4C Online Science Diplomacy Course and webinars

    • Information on InsSciDE’s June 2021 Warsaw Science Diplomacy School

PREPARATION AND FOLLOW-UP
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TRAINING WORKSHOP 
FOR THE NANOSAFETY CLUSTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSDfwBwWjX4
https://www.s4d4c.eu/european-science-diplomacy-online-course/
https://insscide.diplomats.pl/event/summer-school-2021/


Claire Mays is a social psychologist who has collaborated with nanoscientists since 2010. 

Lorenzo Melchor works at the interface between science, diplomacy and policy, bringing all worlds 

together by creating networks and active knowledge transfers. 

Guillermo Orts-Gil managed a nano research group at Max Planck Society, moved to diplomacy and 

then back to nano in communications and public relations. 

Marie Curie Alumni Association member Antonino Puglisi has sought out experience of science and 

cultures in four countries, including Turkey (developing nanoparticles to highlight effects of rare 

genetic diseases). 

Adriënne Sips links science to regulatory questions and vice-versa, coordinating nano risk research 

for RIVM and has acted as a science diplomat for the European Commission by participating in 

Communities of Research transnational encounters.

Rasmus Bertelsen is a political scientist deeply involved in Arctic innovation and science diplomacy 

research and action.
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This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement No 862419. This publication reflects only 
the author’s views and the European Union is not liable for any use that may be made of 
the information contained therein.
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